In times like these, when the economy has been growing for years and market prices have surged,
there is a tendency to feel like the party is over and it’s time to leave. The problem is obvious: once
you leave the market, what do you do with the cash? It no longer feels safe to have too much. Some
investors have been waiting years for a market decline and choose to enter while prices are down.
This makes sense. However, most feel disappointed they didn’t invest earlier and gain some nice
profits over the years.
If you interpret the news negatively and decide to leave the market now, how are you able to return?
According to academic studies, most investors are not able to invest when prices are down, despite
this being their initial plan. It either feels too risky while the economy or political situation is unstable,
or else they need money for something better.

Capitalism is based on innovation and growth. Without the belief that the world and business will
improve in the future, there would be no growth. All major innovations throughout history have
affected businesses. While some businesses have rotted, most have flourished. Nevertheless,
when we look at the bigger picture, we see that nations, economies and businesses have been
growing and generating wealth.
How would you feel if you owned a portion of multiple different businesses around the world?
Businesses that are currently making nice earnings and can survive the bad times, too? Being an
owner, not of just one business but many, reduces your risks in many ways.
We believe in businesses. We consider them the safest asset class in the long-term. Businesses
make something concrete; they evolve, grow and eventually share money with their owners.
Ideally, you’d find beautiful businesses, evaluate them and finally acquire a business at an
attractive price. However, with the current market, businesses are not cheap to buy. Therefore, it
takes a lot of work to screen the whole equity universe of over 65,000 companies to find a good
one that’s also a bargain.

